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About This Content

Entrada Interactive and the entire Miscreated team thanks you for your continued support of Miscreated! The Iron Sons' Cache
will provide you with the following extra content:
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Exclusive Weapon Skins

Display your Iron Sons' pride by using any of the 15 included exclusive weapon skins in Miscreated.
To apply any of the exclusive skins to your weapon, just visit any Amalgamated kiosk in the game and they will be displayed in
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the Skins tab, then right-click on the weapon in your player's inventory you want a skin applied to.

Cleaver Bloody Skin

Crowbar Bloody Skin

Machete Damascus Skin

Pipe Wrench Bloody Skin

ACAW Scorched Desert Skin

AK74U Gold Skin

AP85 Silver Skin

AUMP45 White Skulls Skin

Bulldog Paint Splatter Skin

Cx8 Urban Blue Camo Skin

M9A1 Tempered Skin

Makarov Mud Skin

P350 Bronze Skin

PX4 Skulls Skin

R90 Scorched Earth Skin

Exclusive Wallpapers

Enhance the look of your computer by using one of the 10 exclusive Miscreated wallpapers. The wallpapers are all captured at a
4K resolution, so they will look extra sharp!

Concept Artwork

View 30 pieces of concept art and inspiration boards that were used in the development of Miscreated. As an added bonus, the
Iron Sons' logo is also included in PSD format, so you can use it to express your distaste for, and rise up against, the

Amalgamated corporation.

Main Menu Theme Music

The Miscreated main menu theme music is included in MP3 format. The musical score was composed and performed by
Anthony Casalena. Both the 1 minute short version and the full 10 minute looping versions are included.

Game Maps

8K resolution maps of the main islands level. Print it out and post it on your wall!
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Title: Miscreated - Iron Sons' Cache
Genre: Action
Developer:
Entrada Interactive LLC
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7Windows 7+ 64-Bit

Processor: Intel i5-6600K or AMD Ryzen 3 1300X

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 780 or Radeon R9 285

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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miscreated iron sons cache

Amazing story-telling ... wonderfully illustrated ... awesome experience! Two thumbs up :D. Amusing atmospheric, and just in
general relaxing. I'm not sure if I'd pay the full five for it (forget what the sale was when I picked it up) but when it's on sale if
you're looking for a more chill out game with simple game pad ready controls it's worth it. Could use a touch more depth, but
approached as a more casual experiance it's just fine.. DONT BUY IT WAS ABANDONED A LONG TIME AGO. fun for 1
min then boring. meme 6/9 would bang. A pack with 6 hidden object/puzzle games.
Not everyone has the same interest or quality, however.
Krnoville: Stolen Dreams, seemed to be inconnexed, boring and ugly.
Panopticon: Path of reflections is a tad better, with good translation but, minigames or puzzles are confussing.
Cruelgames was ok, overall.
In the Lake House quality is a couple of steps up.
The other side: Tower of Souls: has same or more quality than the Lake House, its curious, original even than graphics are a bit
chilly.
Mexicana is the best one of all them, nice quality, original graphics, story and puzzles. Some very easy, some very difficult, a bit
of everything.
Well, for its price, at least the three latest worth the money. Not made very well, limited animations and low quality! (not worth
£3.99). tower defense meets rts (on a minor level). a fun quirky little game, with some interesting mechanics, albeit not all too
tough, unless you decide to gun for 100% at every level. the simple pixel graphics works well, with serviceable music and
effects. what makes the game more interesting, in my personal opinion at least, is the story and narrative, which is pretty
amusing.

all in all, it's a fairly decent game to pick up, especially if you're into tower defense games (with a bit of twist). the dna mixing
mechanic is a fairly interesting one too, which does hold a lot of potential. perhaps for a sequel in the future then.. 
https://youtu.be/cnomZhazU6w

Taking inspiration for many economy based board games, Caravanserail attempts to bring that experience to a digital format.

The game offers many different ways to play and does a fine job delivering on its theme. The core mechanics are simple and
bland, the majority of the time is spent clicking repeatedly to raise the price on common items to turn a profit a task that players
should be able to automate.

Learning the variable prices of items on the market is a reasonable ask for the player but since every item is available at the start
it can be overwhelming and results in a lot of guesswork.. I have to write a review of that game since I been playing it and
stream it for more than 100 hours. Game is good and it is fun to play. I play it on PC and gameplay works pretty good. If you
ever played tennis in real life you will understand much better how and why your player acts like he acts in different situations.
Off course if you are realy good tennis player then you will understand.

Game need polishing and I hope that BigBen will create updates to make game better then it is now, but now is very playable on
PC. I don't know how it works on other consoles. Since most of games today have updates almost every month and change game
from month to month, this game with some good updates can be excellent.

They release it to early, but if u read news on internet it was pressure from marketing side. Game had to be over for Roland
Garros. If we take a look at bigger picture and business side they were against the wall with those deadline. So, now they have to
polish it with updates what guys are doing. I think we have a good game which can become excellent one.
I wait for online mode on PC and hope that this will work good so that we can finally play multiplayer game. With a good
multiplayer this game can be realy fantastic.
. This is like the best VN I have ever played. While playing the game your going through a rollercoaster of emotions. For the
most part its a happy game, but when the sad parts happen it hits you hard. Props to the writer of this game, it is truly amazing.
10\/10
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First 5 levels are short and easy. 6th level is painstakingly long for only having 3 lives, and uncharacteristically difficult. The
bossfights are great, especially level 6, but the difficulty spike is bonkers for the entire level. Definitely worth the dollar for a
good retro romp. But don't be deceived by the first 2/3 of the game.

Update: Beat level 6 using an exploit since I've already gotten through the level. Still love the boss. Level 7? Yeah, no idea. No
roll, no dash, no slide. Seems like trial and error, and I'm not interested.. Pros:
Quick to get in and out of for a burst of action and loading times are negligible.
Only jump back to the default environment was when firing a rocket the first time in a session, otherwise, the game has been
running rock solid.
No MS for me, though YMMV (I'm not easily nauseated)
Dev was quick to incorporate dual-joysticks when asked

Cons:
Graphics are a bit spartan
While voice acting is of good technicality, it does come off a bit stilted

Bottom Line: Good fun for the price, but don't go in expecting Elite: Dangerous. Does what it says on the tin. Recommended..
Game Information

Dark Parables: The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide Collector's Edition is an Fragmented Object Game that was developed by
Eipix Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The eighth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the
Snow Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom" and the Ballad of Rapunzel."

Please do note that currently there are two developers for this game series: Blue Tea Games and Eipix Entertainment.

Blue Tea Games developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the Snow
Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel;" "Return of
the Salt Princess" and "The Match Girl's Lost Paradise."

Eipix Entertainment developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide;" "Queen of Sands;"
"Goldilocks and the Fallen Star;" "The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree;" "The Thief and the Tinderbox" and "Requiem for the
Forgotten Shadow."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Normal; Hard and Custom.

There is no notebook in the game. But there is a objective panel in the game. It is used to keep tracks all of game's objectives.

There is a padlock feature that's available to lock the inventory panel in the place to make it stationary.

There are some interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be
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interact with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Fragmented items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require a little or no
interaction.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

There is a collectible in the game: Parables. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

There are morphing objects (beyond objects) in the game. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find as well.
The morphing objects are used to refill the hint bar.

There are twenty different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of the achievements does come with
some requirements that needed to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Wallpapers; Concept Art and Game's Strategy Guide. Some of these extra
features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are six different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. Here comes the review on the final part of the trilogy and a full conclusion on the
whole pack:

PROS
 - nothing really, the same stuff as the previous parts

CONS
 - the whole trilogy used the exact same 8 enemies throughout all three episodes (apart from the bosses of course) besides this third
one, where they added ONE more. 9 enemies altogether in 16 hours of gameplay (the whole trilogy's game time)..
 - this third part is basically the exact same level design and many times the exact same levels recycled from the previous parts. I
thought we at least head out to the planet or something, but NO. 16 hours of the exact same boring level design.
 - I met with a game-breaker bug: when checking out the logs and scrolling down with the down arrow key, if I press Escape to get
back to the game, all UI elements disappear but that crazy color blur stays and the game is stuck, no keys or mouse works anymore -
have to restart from the last save after force closing the game from Windows (Alt-F4 doesn't work either). I have tried and this can
be repeatedly done which means it's a serious bug left in
 - even more forced "king of the hill" parts than the 2nd part: now we get stuck, locked in and forced to stand our ground for 2
whole minutes (or more!). Again, my issue is that this happens A LOT. Sometimes it would be sort of fine.
 - this third episode is shorter by an hour, the two previous ones were about 6 hours to play, this one didn't even get to 5 even though
I had to go and do some parts again due to that stupid bug

Overall:

 - a game with terribly put-together story that has been cut together from already dead overused cliché ideas from other movies and
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games
 - no real voice acting outside of comics cutscenes
 - boring and not varied enough enemies
 - game breaker bug (at least one)
 - bad camera that can be modded from outside but even then it sometimes wrecks your game just for fun
 - still nice graphics
 - even with all the above, great atmosphere

Some additional thoughts:

 - I could not get to upgrade even one single gun to it's max if there is anything like that. Upgrading is so expensive that I only ever
upgraded one throughout every episode, the assault rifle. You can't even upgrade JUST the damage: you MUST upgrade something
before the damage again, forcing you to upgrade the damage only every 2nd time you have lots of cash. Pretty bad, considering
that the damage bonus is pretty small to begin with. I wonder if anyone ever managed to upgrade a gun to max?

 - somehow even though it's quite oldie and basic, you will keep going to see what happens. Well. I have nothing good to say about
this really. Except that i was pretty cheap. It is NOTHING like plying real drums. The Vive controller are not very good at beeing
drum stick either.

I do not think drumming is the best choise for a VR game, and the sound is not very convincing either.. Sorry.
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